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Baits, Texas and Carolina
All about ﬁshing - Fishing.no Usually I catch small perch-herbalist weighing up to 200-250 g. the water
Area of ﬁshing is replete with various interference in the form of grass, rocks snags which consistently
catch on lures intended for bass. When the ﬁshing can sometimes be a reasonable number of breaks
on the toe of the dead, say three to ﬁve to use special snap-in may not be worth it. But when ten
casts have seven or eight dead hooks or the lure right after splashdown collects the grass it makes
sense to resort to special montages. How justiﬁed sinker bullet In the practice of spinning what often
happens is that a passive bass not responding Wobbler no turntable and Microdrives bait with a
pointed bottom posting, it is possible to provoke a strike If the bottom is relatively clean, you can
merely megagame on the classic jig-heads or gruzenergo but in the presence of interference above
the pubic this snap-in, clings very often and catching hardly will give pleasure. My microjava practice
has shown that when using the snap sinker-spool conditions in heavily overgrown water area of dead
snags almost does not happen and the lure clogged with vegetation 80% less than the classic
installation. When ﬁshing on the rocky bottom of the statistics are less positive because most often
between the stones jammed itself sinker including bullet-shaped forms but in comparison with the
spherical sinker loss rate of lures is signiﬁcantly lower. A large part of water bodies in the southern
Urals where I ﬁsh is in a mountainous area and water bodies generally have a rocky bottom. Coast
and stall in General is a solid stone. I remember a typical case when ten kaboosh classic accessories
within 10-15 m from the shoreline I had ten dead snags. Transaction which I was then ispolzoval
classic step with minimal contact with the bottom on the pause. But it did not help. Texas or Carolina
The diﬀerences in structure of Texas and the Karolinska snap-ins small. Is they that in Carolina the
hook with bait and sinker posted leash and in Texas the bait is directly behind the sinker. The scope of
the Texas small depth and grass hence the use of lighter sinkers. Carolina is most often used on rocky
bottom at a greater depth and hence the mass necessary big. In microcosom embodiment, the weight
rarely exceeds 3 g and often is 1-15 g. One of the features of the original snap often Carolina devised
for catching bass is sinker-bullet is made of brass or bronze and faceted glass
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